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A USPS pamphlet illustrating the stamp stated that Banneker "constructed the first wooden striking clock made in
America." [90] The website of the Banneker-Douglass Museum, the State of Maryland 's official museum of African
American heritage, similarly claimed in that Banneker crafted "the first wooden striking clock in America".

Lawrence Pountney in the City of London , where it remained until Sir John Percival Master of the Company
in , Lord Mayor of London in established a grammar school at Macclesfield in , [6] while in his widow
founded one at St. The first Head Master, Richard Mulcaster , took up his post in His educational philosophy
is embodied in two books, The Positions and The Elementarie , the latter an instalment of a larger work and
one of the first dictionaries in English. One of his first pupils was Edmund Spenser. He "wished that schools
were planted in the suburbs of towns near to the fields". He was also "tooth and nail for womankind" [8] in
matters of education. He believed that education should fit women for their appropriate station. The successive
outbreaks of plague in , , , , and , had a damaging effect on the School and its pupils. The School was obliged
to break up during these periods, losing pupils and sometimes unable to take on new ones. The School was
closed for at least a year in and , with no new boys admitted until the contagion abated. The outbreak of was
curtailed by the Great Fire of London , which started on 2 September close to Suffolk Lane and completely
destroyed the school buildings. It was rebuilt by , after classes had met in temporary quarters for years. Dow
was concerned that the school was not meeting the challenge of being one of the great schools of the time and
needed regular inspection to maintain and raise its standards. The Court appointed a committee to investigate
and concluded: First, for number of schollers, it is the greateste schoole included under one roofe. Secondly,
the schollers are taught jointly by one master and three ushers. During the probation, the headmaster was
required to open his copy of Cicero at random and read out a passage to the sixth form. The boys had to copy
the passage from dictation and then translate it, first into English , then into Greek and then into Latin verse.
After this, they had to write a passage of Latin and some verses on some topic chosen for the day. The
standard in Greek was not as high as in Latin, but Hebrew was also taught. This form of inspection was the
model for teaching every day, as neither mathematics nor science were included in the curriculum. Hoole
described the nature of education at the time: Good handwriting was supposed to be a condition of entry to a
school like MTS but Hayne for one tended to ignore it and was eventually dismissed for, among other things,
low standards of hand writing. In Germany at this time there were writing schools too and many children
attended only these in order to learn sufficient skills for commerce and trade; English businessmen founded
schools which encouraged an academic curriculum based on the classics. The Head Master William Hayne
â€” presided over the new methods of examination, but his success did not save him from dismissal for
alleged financial misdemeanours. He was said to have sold text books to pupils for profit, and received gifts of
money at the end of term and on Shrove Tuesday , when the "Victory Penny" might be presented by pupils. In
October Parliament ordered "That the Committee for plundered Ministers shall have power to enquire after
malignant School-masters. He was dismissed and the Company had to seek a new headmaster. In he acquired
a printing press and printed a pamphlet by Claudius Salmasius , a continental sympathiser with Charles I ,
entitled Defensio Regia pro Carolo Primo. Dugard was arrested and imprisoned, but as the pamphlet had not
been distributed, his cousin Sir James Harrington was able to exert sufficient influence to have him released.
In , during the commonwealth, a time of religious experimentation, Dugard published Catechesis Ecclesiarum
Poloniae et Lithuaniae Ecclesiastical Catechism of Poland and Lithuania , a work that rejected Trinitarianism.
Though the work had been licensed by Milton, it was seized and publicly burned, yet Dugard survived as
headmaster and was simply required to give up his printing enterprise. At this time the school fees were set at
2 s 2 d or 5s per quarter or nothing, but Dugard charged a variety of amounts; the number of pupils was down
from the expected by the Company. When he left in , he set up a new school in Coleman Street and took a
number of MTS pupils with him. The next headmaster, John Goad â€” , guided the school through rebuilding
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after the plague in and the destruction of the Great Fire of London. His eventual dismissal may have been
influenced by the accusations of Titus Oates , who had been a pupil at MTS for a few months in â€”66,
although Goad survived for years afterward. Oates had brief stays at other schools, being dismissed from each
in turn. In Oates "discovered" the " Popish Plot ", which was supposed to include a threat to kill Charles II ,
but it was later found to be a hoax by him. And truly, the first trick he played me was That he cheated me of
our Entrance Money which his father sent me, which the Doctor generously confessed in his Greatness at
Whitehall and very Honestly paid me then. In the MTS Probation Book, Oates was initially listed as "The
saviour of the nation, first discoverer of ye damnable Popish Plot in "; in a postscript was added: In this
suspicious climate, a whiff of Romanism was enough to condemn a man like Goad. After his dismissal in ,
Goad became a member of the Roman Catholic Church. The election was postponed and the Master, Sir
William Dodson, persuaded Lee to withdraw his nomination. Bonwicke, OMT, was a former pupil of Goad
and had an acute mind, but he was dismissed for his political sentiments. The majority avoided controversy by
swearing allegiance to "the king". Bonwicke delayed for a year before the Court was forced by Act of
Parliament to hear his oath of allegiance. Bonwicke said he supported James and was duly dismissed. Under
Matthew Shortyng, Head Master â€”, the top boys of the Sixth began to be called "The Table" and "The
Bench", with nine at the Table, the captain and eight monitors; and nine at the Bench, called prompters
because they prompted the monitors on election day. At this time, there was a shortage of places at the school,
as its reputation for scholarship and consequent chance of a university education attracted parents from all
over the country. In a regulation was passed that boys should not be eligible for election to St. One pupil who
would not have qualified for election under this rule was Robert Clive. Criche was also a Jacobite. The school
suffered during his tenure because parents were unwilling to send their sons to a school where anti-dynastic
sentiments might prevail. Criche died in office at the age of 80, by when the school enrollment numbers had
fallen from to James Townley , OMT, was in office from to He proposed the introduction of mathematics at
MTS in , but the Court deferred consideration and subsequently dropped the matter. Townley did succeed,
however, in introducing geography to the curriculum. Like Mulcaster and numerous pupils before him,
Townley was keen on the stage. The identity of the author was kept secret, and most assumed it was written by
Garrick rather than by a schoolmaster. Schools in the 18th century were not generally in good shape, with
understaffing leading to poor teaching, brutal enforcement of discipline, lack of supervision outside school and
self-government by the pupils. Classics reigned supreme until the midth century. His memoirs, from the late
18th century, include these observations: This was about the year He had chalk stone knuckles too, which he
used to rap on my head like a bag of marbles, and, eccentric as it may appear, pinching was his favorite
amusement, which he brought to great perfection. There were six forms. I entered the school at the lowest, and
got no higher than the fifth, but was of course alternately under the care and tuition of the four masters.
Gardner, the lowest in the grade, was the only mild person amongst them; the others had a little too much, and
perhaps he had much too little, of the severe in him for his station. Two more cruel tyrants than Bishop and
Rose never existed. Lord, the fourth master, was rather an invalid, and, I believe, had been prescribed gentle
exercise; he therefore put up for, and was the successful candidate for, the flogging department. Rose was so
adept at the cane, that I once saw a boy strip, after a thrashing from him, that he might expose his barbarous
cruelty, when the back was actually striped with dark streaks like a zebra. Again the proposal was first
deferred and then dropped. It was to be a further 15 years before mathematics was finally admitted into the
school curriculum. Wilson was granted permission to write a history of the school but he was overlooked as
Head Master in on the appointment of James Bellamy, OMT, Head Master â€” In education was as topical as
it is today with writers like Christopher North advocating its spread, though fearful of the consequences, "from
the classes to the masses". Beginning in , classics was taught in the morning and mathematics in the afternoon,
specialist teachers were appointed and by French was being considered for two afternoons per week. The last
proposal proved too expensive but the further success of the school began to make it clear that the current
premises were too small and new ones should be found. Every boy gained a sound knowledge of the classics,
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could write a little Latin and Greek prose and make a few verses; if he reached the higher forms, he learnt at
least the Hebrew alphabet, but every boy was passed through the same mould without discrimination, no
attempt was made to find out what his special aptitude might be. The best boys got on through sheer ability.
Bishop Samuel Thornton wrote: I read my English poets in the street as I walked from school. The city
environment around it included a brewery which belched smoke and soot and a printing works whose
apprentices fought with M. According to the Rev. The monitors had a table; the prompters had a bench.
Everyone else had to write, when there was occasion for writing, on his knees. And there were no lights. Every
boy had to supply his own candle, which was required to be of wax It was lighted very imperfectly by
windows on either side, large enough, indeed, but obscured by the heavy leading of the diamond panes and by
the long-standing accumulations of dirt The four classrooms were all more or less recent additions to the
school accommodation. Bishop Samuel Thornton remembered the London fogs of his schooldays in the s
when "little was done on those dark days, the dreamy and unwonted state of affairs generating an excited
condition in the Forms, unfavourable to discipline and work". There was also a constant din from outside the
school which interfered greatly with the conduct of lessons. Until the s no provision was made for feeding the
boys at lunch time. In there were 58 boys in the Fourth, being taught in this room and without gas lighting â€”
small wonder that the masters resorted to the stick to keep control. Hessey was also agitating for a change of
location. The Oxford Commission restructured the arrangements for scholarships between the school and St.
There had grown a general feeling that all was not well with Eton and other "public" schools and the
Commission was appointed to investigate and put this right. The Schools Commission visited M. It was noted
that parents were increasingly reluctant to send their sons to school in London due to the overcrowding, the
lack of games facilities and increasing accessibility to country schools. It was also recommended that, while
the classical character of the curriculum should be continued, science, German , music and more drawing
should be introduced.
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This incredible engineering feat was completed on Nov. Canadian Pacific Railway was formed to physically
unite Canada and Canadians from coast to coast. Manitoba joined confederation in British Columbia, on the
west coast, was enticed to join the new confederation in , but only with the promise that a transcontinental
railway be built within 10 years to physically link east and west. Macdonald in and forcing an election. By the
time Macdonald was returned to power in , the massive project was seriously behind schedule and in danger of
stalling completely. On October 21, a group of Scottish Canadian businessmen finally formed a viable
syndicate to build a transcontinental railway. A rising star in the U. Van Horne boasted he would build km
miles of main line railway in his first year. Smith drove the last spike. By , the railway extended from coast to
coast and the enterprise had expanded to include a wide range of related and unrelated businesses. CPR had
been involved in land settlement and land sales as early as September The company also erected telegraph
lines right alongside the main transcontinental line, transmitting its first commercial telegram in CPR started
building some of its own steam locomotives as early as And would later build its own passenger cars, making
it second only on the continent to the Pullman Company of Chicago, Illinois. CPR had steamships on the
Great Lakes in , chartered ships on the Pacific Ocean in and launched its own Pacific fleet in The company
was also involved in the hotel and tourist trade as early as , after Van Horne suggested setting up a national
park system in the Canadian Rockies. CPR even discovered natural gas on the Prairies, although quite by
accident. In , while digging a well to get water for its steam locomotives, CPR crews stumbled across natural
gas in what is now Alderson, Alberta. The railway would later use the natural gas to heat and power the station
and ancillary buildings. Through its history, CPR got into numerous other ventures including abattoirs, animal
husbandry, bus transportation, china and crockery, containers and pallets, forestry, foundries, immigration and
colonization, insurance, irrigation, manufacturing, milling and foodstuff, mines and minerals, newsreels, oil,
pulp and paper, radio broadcasts, stockyards, supply farms, trucking, waste management, even bottled spring
water. On land, CPR moved million tons of freight and 86 million passengers, including , military personnel.
At sea 22 CPR ships went to war where 12 of them were sunk. In the air, CPR pioneered the "Atlantic Bridge"
- a massive undertaking that saw the transatlantic ferrying of bombers from Canada to Britain. Crump
repatriated the company, putting a majority of shares back in the hands of Canadian stockholders. Hiram Piper
produced weights and measures with recorded sales from Toronto. In , business operations were located at 83
Yonge St. Of note is that Noah and Hiram had already been successful in producing marine and railway signal
lamps by the mid s. In , the company was operating as Hiram L. Piper, as presumably Noah has retired or
passed away at this point and his son Hiram has taken over, and began large scale production of railroad
lanterns. This expansion coincides with a move to production in Montreal, Quebec. In the operation was
located at 17 to 23 Rue Normand, and produced a variety of lanterns, including automotive, as well as other
metal working services. In the s operations appear to have moved to 75 Rue St. The railroad lanterns produced
were of the kerosene fuel variety originally, but in later years battery powered lamps were produced as well.
Instruction pamphlets found to accompany some of the kerosene lanterns indicate Hiram L. Most lanterns are
stamped with an identifier Adlake which refers to the fact that the production was actually under license from
from the U. Remi, Montreal, fish hatchery equipment, cans, paint trays, etc. In , Canadian Railway and Marine
World vol. Piper, company president, died with his wife in a fire. Information about company activities
becomes scarce after the s. The company is reported to be dissolved in , with three of the four members of the
board of directors being of the surname Piper and residing in Kingston, Ontario. Adams was so successful he
was sent to Chicago to run the sales office there. Adams was soon the head of his own company. William
Westlake was born in Cornwall, England on July 23, In he invented the removable globe lantern, which he
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then manufactured in Chicago. After the fire, the building was rebuilt. On October 21, , Mr. The resulting
organization became the most successful railroad lantern, lock and hardware company ever. Adlake
manufacturing moved from Chicago to Elkhart in where they continue to make railroad equipment today. In ,
Adlake acquired another well known railroad lantern maker, the Lovell-Dressel Company.
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Alphabetical index to the African repository, from volume one to volume ten, both inclusive The index covers a wide
range of subjects pertinent to the American Colonization Society in the U.S. and Africa.

These are now cataloged. Album One All photographs carte-de-visite size 1. Photograph of Elihu Burritt.
Photograph of William P. Fessenden, seated, with autograph. Photograph of Hannibal Hamlin, standing.
Forney, standing, with autograph. Photograph of John A. Photograph of Henry Wilson. Photograph of John
Hay, seated. Photograph of Edward Everett, standing. Photograph of Andrew Johnson. Photograph of Roscoe
Conkling, seated. Photograph of Horatio Seymour, standing. Photograph of Rear Admiral L. Photograph of
Rear Admiral John L. Photograph from an engraving of Commodore W. Photograph of Admiral D.
Photograph from an engraving of Andrew Johnson. Photograph of Salmon P. Chase, seated, with autograph.
Commemorative print for the War dead, "The Prince of the Union. Photograph of Pulpit Rock, with man
standing at top. Photograph of a monument erected on the spot where Grant and Pemberton planned the
surrender of Vicksburg. Album Two All photographs carte-de-visite size 1. Print depicting Lincoln and Mrs.
Lincoln seated, with sons Todd and Tad standing. Photograph of Rutherford B. Print from an engraving of A.
Photograph of Tad Lincoln, in soldier boy uniform, standing. Print from an engraving of Lincoln, bearded.
Photograph of bearded Lincoln, right profile. Print from an engraving of bearded Lincoln in right half profile.
Print of John Wilkes Booth, left half profile. Photograph of the Park Row funeral arch. Photograph of the
Chicago Court House, draped in mourning. Print entitled "Washington and Lincoln Apotheosis. Photograph of
President Ulysses S. Photograph of General Grant and family, all seated. Photograph of Anna E. Photograph
of Lydia Maria Child, seated, with autograph on reverse. Photograph of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, seated.
Photograph of the mansion owned by Jefferson Davis on his estate below Vicksburg; seen here as Union
Army headquarters. Photograph of the New Orleans house used by Gen. Smaller group of mourners in front.
Photograph of the rear section of Gallery Point Lookout, Tennessee. Photograph of the signal tower at
Jacksonville, Florida. Photograph of Sergeant Bate, standing. Photograph of Chester A. Another version of
print in number 17 above - Lincoln in Apotheosis. Photograph of Stephen A. Photograph of Reverdy Johnson,
seated. Photograph of Benjamin Butler, seated. Photograph of Edward Everett, seated, with autograph.
Photograph of Caleb Cushing, seated. Print entitled "A Nest of Copperheads," showing the heads of the Rev.
Wilmer, Vallandigham, the Rev. Photograph of Frank P. Photograph of John G. Photograph of Lewis Cass,
standing, with autograph. Photograph of Commodore John Senthall. Album Three All photographs
carte-de-visite size 1. Photograph of Thurlow Weed. Photograph of Jacob Collamer, with autograph.
Photograph of Lewis Cass, seated. Norbert Anderson, with autograph. Photograph of Edward Everett.
Photograph of Owen Lovejoy. William Franklin, standing, with autograph. Photograph of Hugh McCulluch.
John Sedgwick, with autograph. William Preston Johnston, C. Photograph of Nathaniel P. Photograph of
unidentified Union Army Officer, standing. Print showing soldiers in mourning around Lincoln catafalque.
Photograph of Rear Adm. Photograph of Major Gen. Photograph of Fort Sumter, after the bombardment.
Photograph of the ruins of Charleston, South Carolina. Photograph of Stone Bridge at Bull run. Print depicting
the battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac. Photograph of two Columbiad cannons at Fort Sumter.
Photograph of Fort Wagner, near Charleston. Andrew Hall Foote, standing. Photograph of Fort Sumter, before
the bombardment. Photograph of a painting by William M. Davis, entitled "Done Gone," depicting the
tombstone of the movement for secession. Photograph of a painting entitled "All quiet on the Potomac,"
showing a soldier standing guard over numerous graves. Album Four All photographs carte-de-visite size 1.
Photograph of James Gordon Bennett, standing. Photograph of William H. Photograph of Horace Greely,
seated. Print from an engraving of Gen. Photograph of Edwin Forrest, standing. Photograph of Henry A.
Photograph of Lewis T. Photograph of of unidentified man in civilian attire, seated. Photograph of of
unidentified man in Union Navy uniform, seated. Photograph of Princess Eugene.
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(A commentator noted in that "those pamphlets must by now be collector's rarities.) The collections of mirthful poetry
became page hardbacks, illustrated by the poet's brother, the Rev. Edward W. (Ted) Forrest, and published by
commercial presses with a wide transatlantic circulation.

It borrowed parts of the initiation ceremony from that group, with the same purpose: The manual of rituals
was printed by Laps D. The members had conjured up a veritable Frankenstein. For example, Confederate
veteran John W. Morton founded a chapter in Nashville, Tennessee. In and , the federal government passed the
Enforcement Acts , which were intended to prosecute and suppress Klan crimes. It seriously weakened the
black political establishment through its use of assassinations and threats of violence; it drove some people out
of politics. On the other hand, it caused a sharp backlash, with passage of federal laws that historian Eric
Foner says were a success in terms of "restoring order, reinvigorating the morale of Southern Republicans, and
enabling blacks to exercise their rights as citizens". Rable argues that the Klan was a political failure and
therefore was discarded by the Democratic leaders of the South. More fundamentally, it declined because it
failed to achieve its central objective â€” the overthrow of Republican state governments in the South. They
were described as acting as the military arm of the Democratic Party and are attributed with helping white
Democrats regain control of state legislatures throughout the South. Second KKK See also: While Simmons
relied on documents from the original Klan and memories of some surviving elders, the revived Klan was
based significantly on the wildly popular film, The Birth of a Nation. The earlier Klan had not worn the white
costumes or burned crosses; these were aspects introduced in the film. When the film was shown in Atlanta in
December of that year, Simmons and his new klansmen paraded to the theater in robes and pointed hoods â€”
many on robed horses â€” just like in the movie. These mass parades would become another hallmark of the
new Klan that had not existed in the original Reconstruction-era organization. The national headquarters made
its profit through a monopoly of costume sales, while the organizers were paid through initiation fees. It grew
rapidly nationwide at a time of prosperity. Reflecting the social tensions pitting urban versus rural America, it
spread to every state and was prominent in many cities. The second KKK preached "One Hundred Percent
Americanism" and demanded the purification of politics, calling for strict morality and better enforcement of
Prohibition. Its official rhetoric focused on the threat of the Catholic Church , using anti-Catholicism and
nativism. During the resurgence of the second Klan during the s, its publicity was handled by the Southern
Publicity Association â€”within the first six months of the Associations national recruitment campaign, Klan
membership had increased by 85, Internal divisions, criminal behavior by leaders, and external opposition
brought about a collapse in membership, which had dropped to about 30, by It finally faded away in the s. As
of , researchers estimate that there are just over 30 active Klan groups exist in the United States, [39] with
about chapters. Tuscaloosa, Alabama , Independent Monitor, September 1, Hubbs, Searching for Freedom
after the Civil War: Klansman, Carpetbagger, Scalawag, and Freedman In , Mississippi Governor William L.
Sharkey reported that disorder, lack of control, and lawlessness were widespread; in some states armed bands
of Confederate soldiers roamed at will. The Klan used public violence against black people and their allies as
intimidation. They burned houses and attacked and killed black people , leaving their bodies on the roads.
Local chapters and bands were highly independent. There were never hierarchical levels or state headquarters.
Klan members used violence to settle old personal feuds and local grudges, as they worked to restore general
white dominance in the disrupted postwar society. The historian Elaine Frantz Parsons describes the
membership: Lifting the Klan mask revealed a chaotic multitude of antiblack vigilante groups, disgruntled
poor white farmers, wartime guerrilla bands, displaced Democratic politicians, illegal whiskey distillers,
coercive moral reformers, sadists, rapists, white workmen fearful of black competition, employers trying to
enforce labor discipline, common thieves, neighbors with decades-old grudges, and even a few freedmen and
white Republicans who allied with Democratic whites or had criminal agendas of their own. Indeed, all they
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had in common, besides being overwhelmingly white, southern, and Democratic , was that they called
themselves, or were called, Klansmen. Its purposes were political, but political in the broadest sense, for it
sought to affect power relations, both public and private, throughout Southern society. It aimed to reverse the
interlocking changes sweeping over the South during Reconstruction: Those political leaders assassinated
during the campaign included Arkansas Congressman James M. Hinds , three members of the South Carolina
legislature, and several men who served in constitutional conventions". Why the Ku Klux Klan members
adopted masks and robes that hid their identities and added to the drama of their night rides, their chosen time
for attacks. Few freedmen took such nonsense seriously. When they killed black political leaders, they also
took heads of families, along with the leaders of churches and community groups, because these people had
many roles in society. They drove successful black farmers off their land. Ashburn was assassinated for his
pro-black sentiments. Klan violence worked to suppress black voting, and campaign seasons were deadly.
More than 2, people were killed, wounded, or otherwise injured in Louisiana within a few weeks prior to the
Presidential election of November Landry Parish had a registered Republican majority of 1,, after the
murders, no Republicans voted in the fall elections. The KKK killed and wounded more than black
Republicans, hunting and chasing them through the woods. Thirteen captives were taken from jail and shot; a
half-buried pile of 25 bodies was found in the woods. The KKK made people vote Democratic and gave them
certificates of the fact. By the November presidential election , Klan intimidation led to suppression of the
Republican vote and only one person voted for Ulysses S. In Mississippi , according to the Congressional
inquiry: Each man wore a long white robe and his face was covered by a loose mask with scarlet stripes. She
was ordered to get up and dress which she did at once and then admitted to her room the captain and lieutenant
who in addition to the usual disguise had long horns on their heads and a sort of device in front. The lieutenant
had a pistol in his hand and he and the captain sat down while eight or ten men stood inside the door and the
porch was full. They treated her "gentlemanly and quietly" but complained of the heavy school-tax, said she
must stop teaching and go away and warned her that they never gave a second notice. She heeded the warning
and left the county. Many influential Southern Democrats feared that Klan lawlessness provided an excuse for
the federal government to retain its power over the South, and they began to turn against it. Hill stating "that
some of these outrages were actually perpetrated by the political friends of the parties slain. They put an end to
violence by threatening Klansmen with reprisals unless they stopped whipping Unionists and burning black
churches and schools. Armed blacks formed their own defense in Bennettsville, South Carolina and patrolled
the streets to protect their homes. This added to the enmity that Southern white Democrats bore toward him.
The Governor of South Carolina appealed for federal troops to assist his efforts in keeping control of the state.
A riot and massacre occurred in a Meridian, Mississippi courthouse, from which a black state representative
escaped by fleeing to the woods. The Ku Klux Klan Act and the Enforcement Act of were used by the federal
government to enforce the civil rights provisions for individuals under the constitution. The Klan refused to
voluntarily dissolve after the Klan Act, so President Grant issued a suspension of habeas corpus and stationed
federal troops in nine South Carolina counties. The Klansmen were apprehended and prosecuted in federal
court. End of the first Klan Klan leader Nathan Bedford Forrest boasted that the Klan was a nationwide
organization of , men and that he could muster 40, Klansmen within five days notice. However, the Klan had
no membership rosters, no chapters, and no local officers, so it was difficult for observers to judge its
membership. In , a federal grand jury determined that the Klan was a " terrorist organization" [82] and issued
hundreds of indictments for crimes of violence and terrorism. Klan members were prosecuted, and many fled
from areas that were under federal government jurisdiction, particularly in South Carolina. Forrest called for
the Klan to disband in , arguing that it was "being perverted from its original honorable and patriotic purposes,
becoming injurious instead of subservient to the public peace". William Holden of North Carolina. In many
states, officials were reluctant to use black militia against the Klan out of fear that racial tensions would be
raised. This and extensive violence and fraud at the polls caused the Republicans to lose their majority in the
state legislature. Attorney General Amos Tappan Ackerman led the prosecutions. So ended the Reconstruction
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career of the Ku Klux Klan. In , the Supreme Court ruled in United States v. Harris that the Klan Act was
partially unconstitutional. It recommended that persons who had been victimized should seek relief in state
courts, which were entirely unsympathetic to such appeals. The Klan was broken as an organization by The
new organization and chapters adopted regalia featured in The Birth of a Nation; membership was kept secret
by wearing masks in public. It has been widely noted for inspiring the revival of the Ku Klux Klan. The film
was based on the book and play The Clansman: A publicist claimed that Wilson said, "It is like writing history
with lightning, and my only regret is that it is all so terribly true. The White House issued a denial of the
"lightning" quote, saying that he was entirely unaware of the nature of the film and at no time had expressed
his approbation of it. Patrick , from the shores of America. Among the "snakes" are various supposed negative
attributes of the Church, including superstition, the union of church and state, control of public schools, and
intolerance. The Second Klan saw threats from every direction. According to historian Brian R. Farmer,
"two-thirds of the national Klan lecturers were Protestant ministers". Simmons joined 12 different fraternal
organizations and recruited for the Klan with his chest covered with fraternal badges, consciously modeling
the Klan after fraternal organizations. The organizer kept half the money and sent the rest to state or national
officials. When the organizer was done with an area, he organized a rally, often with burning crosses, and
perhaps presented a Bible to a local Protestant preacher. He left town with the money collected. The local
units operated like many fraternal organizations and occasionally brought in speakers.
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The Founding Fathers of the United States led the American Revolution against the Kingdom of Great
www.enganchecubano.com were descendants of colonists settled in the Thirteen Colonies in North America.

Are lured by curates to commit Auricular confession. Yet, sins by which the Romanists, And foreigners are
smitten, Are hardly likely to infect The sturdy sons of Britain. For, though we English have our faults, Of
which we do not chatter; We seldom find the conscience bowed By any weighty matter. Although in church at
Morning Prayer, Of erring sheep the tale is; Such florid Stuart rhetoric We take cum grano salis. To own my
failings to a priest, I dread beyond all measure; But tell them to my eiderdown And find it quite a pleasure.
This gospel of the Kindly Quilt, Is worthy of all spreading. Let Church of England saints exult, Rejoicing in
their bedding! How lucky that it is the Pope Who has curtailed our yearly scope, By ordering the S. For, had
these changes come to be By Anglican authority What cries of agonized dismay And threatenings to disobey!
How many would have disagreed If Convocation had decreed To drop each semi-double feast That ferias
might be increased; Or else a finger dared to lay On Corpus Christi octave-day. How surely this would seem to
be Some protestant conspiracy. How many Anglicans would say: Beware of the Dogma He preached about the
Trinity and how the world began; Explained the Incarnation and the destiny of man. He carefully expounded
every detail of the creeds, And tried to show their relevance to modern human needs; He brilliantly upheld the
Christian heritage of truth, And sought to make it lucid and acceptable to youth. He spoke of Bible-reading,
and to make it all complete, Gave practical instruction on the value of retreat. And everyone agreed that it was
logical enough, But only suitable for those who like that kind of stuff. He chose the Ten Commandments as
the basis of a course, He amplified their meaning and emphasized their force; He took the eight Beatitudes and
Sermon on the Mount, And spoke of Christian stewardship and rendering account. He did his best to penetrate
beneath their toughened skins With pointed expositions of the Seven Deadly Sins. They felt a little slighted to
be led across this ground, For morals in suburbia are basically sound. One day, in disillusionment, believing
no one cared, He flung at them a homily completely unprepared, Endeavouring his customary quarter-hour to
fill, With sentimental platitudes that meant precisely NIL; Returning to the vestry in the grip of horrid fears
That people would consider it insulting to their ears. But no, they were enraptured and devoured every word:
Though some may term me heretic, Or even silly ass, I feel that this degrading sight Invalidates the Mass. I
love the sense of mystery That fills the human mind, And thus prefer in peace to view The vicar from behind.
The awesome clouds of Sinai All seem to melt away, Before his frightful countenance, The worship seems to
lose its point, Tortures our thoughts askew, By setting human features thus In focus of our view. Indeed, a
student of the play, Might pertinently ask, If clergymen could not revive The old dramatic mask. A laughing
face for Eastertide, A sombre mask for Lent, Would swiftly indicate to all, Just what the seasons meant. I
never went to worship, Since everybody said The Church was quite outdated, And almost wholly dead.
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In he returned to Brussels, and, in union with Quesnel and other Jansenists, wrote numerous pamphlets in favour of
Jansenism. On 30 May, , he was arrested at the command of the Archbishop of Mechlin, who intended to give him over
to his monastic superiors.

Carroll served in the Maryland Senate. Religion[ edit ] Franklin T. Lambert has examined the religious
affiliations and beliefs of some of the Founders. Frazer argues that the leading Founders John Adams,
Jefferson, Franklin, Wilson, Morris, Madison, Hamilton, and Washington were neither Christians nor Deists,
but rather supporters of a hybrid " theistic rationalism ". Holmes uses evidence gleaned from letters,
government documents, and second- hand accounts to identify their religious beliefs. George Washington and
slavery and Thomas Jefferson and slavery The founding fathers were not unified on the issue of slavery. In her
study of Thomas Jefferson , historian Annette Gordon-Reed discusses this topic, "Others of the founders held
slaves, but no other founder drafted the charter for freedom, " [39] In addition to Jefferson, George
Washington , John Jay and many other of the Founding Fathers practiced slavery but were also conflicted by
the institution which many saw as immoral and politically divisive. Benjamin Rush wrote a pamphlet in which
harshly condemned slavery and beseeched the colonists to petition the king and put an end to the British
African Company of Merchants which kept slavery and the slave trade going. Franklin, though he was a key
founder of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society [41] originally owned slaves whom he later manumitted. While
serving in the Rhode Island Assembly, Stephen Hopkins introduced one of the earliest anti-slavery laws in the
colonies, and John Jay would try unsuccessfully to abolish slavery as early as in the State of New York. They
and other members of the Society founded the African Free School in New York City, to educate the children
of free blacks and slaves. When Jay was governor of New York in , he helped secure--an signed into law an
abolition law; fully ending forced labor as of He freed his own slaves in For example, Article 1, Section 2,
Clause 3 prescribes that "three fifths of all other Persons" are to be counted for the apportionment of seats in
the House of Representatives and direct taxes. Additionally, in Article 4, Section 2, Clause 3 , slaves are
referred to as "persons held in service or labor". Many Northern states had adopted legislation to end or
significantly reduce slavery during and after the American Revolution. Finally in , President Jefferson called
for and signed into law a Federally-enforced ban on the international slave trade throughout the U. It became a
federal crime to import or export a slave. Nineteen delegates chose not to accept election or attend the debates;
for example, Patrick Henry of Virginia thought that state politics were far more interesting and important than
national politics, though during the ratification controversy of â€” he claimed, "I smelled a rat. Of the 55 who
did attend at some point, no more than 38 delegates showed up at one time. George Washington, "The Father
of our Country," [52] had no biological descendants. These original instruments which represent the
philosophy of the United States are housed in Washington, D.
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Merchant Taylors' School (MTS) is a British independent private day school for boys. Since it has been on acres ( ha) of
grounds at Sandy Lodge in the Three Rivers district of Hertfordshire.

Atlanta [62] However, historical evidence contradicts the statements that Baker, Franklin and Moss made and
suggests that the question in the quiz has no correct answer. In , President Washington appointed Thomas
Johnson , Daniel Carroll and David Stuart to be the three commissioners who, in accordance with the authority
that the federal Residence Act of had granted to the President, would oversee the survey of the federal district,
and "according to such Plans, as the President shall approve", provide public buildings to accommodate the
federal government in They officially laid the seat of government of our new nation. Along with a team,
Banneker identified the boundaries of the capitol city. They installed intermittent stone markers along the
perimeter of the District. In , he built the first watch made in America. The Essays were to be "used by
teachers and other District staff as a reference and resource just as adopted textbooks and other resources are
used" as part of "a huge multicultural curriculum-development effort. The specified flaws included several
Banneker stories that a researcher had refuted more than a decade before the Essays appeared. Connecticut
clockmakers were crafting striking clocks throughout the s, before Banneker was born. Milloy stated that
Banneker had recorded in a journal "published around " that the "locusts" had appeared in , and Milloy further
noted that Banneker had predicted that the insects would return in These accounts cite descriptions of fifteento seventeen-year recurrences of enormous numbers of noisy emergent cicadas that people had written as early
as , [] [] when Banneker was two years old. The general opinion is that these insects appear in these fantastic
numbers in every seventeenth year. Meanwhile, except for an occasional one which may appear in the
summer, they remain underground. There is considerable evidence that these insects appear every seventeenth
year in Pennsylvania. He noted that the people who had prepared these documents had made no such reports in
other years. Kalm summarized his findings in a paper translated into English in , [] stating: There are a kind of
Locusts which about every seventeen years come hither in incredible numbers In the interval between the
years when they are so numerous, they are only seen or heard single in the woods. A writer documented that
emergence in a journal article entitled Observations on the cicada, or locust of America, which appears
periodically once in 16 or 17 years. Baker had made in The lyrics of the song state: Banneker did not help
design either the U. In the imaginary scene, Banneker presents a map of the federal district the Territory of
Columbia to President Washington and Andrew Ellicott. Although he authored this work, others printed,
distributed and sold it.
8: German addresses are blocked - www.enganchecubano.com
Great Wall of China (China) Built between the 5th century B.C. and the 16th century, the Great Wall of China is a
stone-and-earth fortification created to protect the borders of the Chinese Empire from invading Mongols.

9: Abraham Lincoln Collection inventory IU Lilly Library
In , the second Klan was founded atop Stone Mountain, Georgia by William Joseph www.enganchecubano.com
Simmons relied on documents from the original Klan and memories of some surviving elders, the revived Klan was
based significantly on the wildly popular film, The Birth of a Nation.
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